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2022 DESIGN EXCELLENCE AWARDS

Alfresco
Home

C

Brighton 94”
Patterned
Aluminum
Dining Table

Product Description: Alfresco Home is pleased to introduce the stunning new
series of Brighton Aluminum Tables. These breathtaking tables showcase a
realistic wood grain texture and random width slats that make them almost
indistinguishable from real wood tops. The “Café Noir” color is a tough powdercoat finish that will provide years of non-fading beauty on these already
maintenance-free aluminum tables. Brighton will be available in three size
dining tables with umbrella holes, a gathering height table with umbrella hole,
and coffee table / side table.
C
Operational/Functional Aspects:
Colors of Finishes Available:
Café Noir

Brighton 94”
Patterned
Aluminum
Dining Table
Designer:
Alfresco Home
Design Team
Product Dimensions:
Length: 94.5”
Width: 44”
Height: 29.5”
Weight: 38 lbs.

Balconista Furniture
Mesa Table

C

Product Description: Constructed from 95% consumer recyclables, in a closed
loop, Green Circle Certified production process. Patented, designed and built
in the USA for outdoor use on steel vertical railing. All hardware and hidden
fasteners are made of stainless steel and virtually invisible. The Mesa is nearly
maintenance-free and can withstand the harshest of elements without fading
or rotting. The superior wood alternative is available with a smooth or textured
finish.
Operational/Functional Aspects: The Mesa table is the perfect conversational
C railing. Its small
table. Set at 36“, it provides a view over traditional vertical
footprint allows for full-service dining in the smallest of spaces. In lieu of
traditional legs the unit is supported by an angled bar which allows full
movement below the table when seated at counter height bar stools. A
backsplash and the trim provide a functional barrier to wandering flatware and
the weep holes promote drainage during inclement weather.
Colors of Finishes Available:
Woodgrain – Gray, Walnut; Smooth – White, Black, Sand, Gray and Dark Gray

Mesa Table
Designer:
Scott Allen
Product Dimensions:
Width: 47”
Depth: 23”
Height: 6.13”
Weight: 25 lbs.

Gensun
Strata

C

Strata
Product Description: A sleek slat top 42” x 64” rectangular dining table.
Manufactured using extruded aluminum for the table base and extruded
aluminum slats with die-cast end caps for the top. Slats are shown in GEN-Teak
finish and base in Black. The GEN-Teak finish is hand-applied to give a natural
teak grain effect. Strata is a versatile, transitional design that pairs well with cast,
extruded, wicker and teak furniture.

C

Operational/Functional Aspects: Strata’s GEN-Teak finish emulates natural teak
but without the maintenance and weathering of teak.
Colors of Finishes Available:
21 Finish Options Available

Product Dimensions:
Width: 64”
Depth: 42”
Height: 30”
Weight: 69.5 lbs.

Hi Teak

Cambria Rectangular
Dining Table

C

Product Description: Our new Cambria Dining Table features a unique starburst
pattern of slats and a gentle boat shape. The deep overhang of the top makes
this roomy seating for eight. The canted legs add a touch of classic modern
design. Hi Teak Furniture is proud to bring new designs into our collection of
traditional teak dining.
Operational/Functional Aspects: For generations teak has been recognized as a
prized building material. Its natural properties make it virtually resistant to
deterioration in all climates. New teak has a natural honey
Ccolor and will soften
to a light gray and after several years it takes on a silvery patina. There are many
optional treatments that can be applied to enhance and restore the honey
color or speed up the patina. It can be left to age naturally making it truly
maintenance free.
Colors of Finishes Available:
Naturally sanded

Cambria
Rectangular
Dining Table
Product Dimensions:
Length: 78.75”
Width: 39.25”
Height: 28.5”
Weight: 123 lbs.

Jensen Outdoor

Sorrento 118” Rectangular
Dining Table

C

Product Description: Jensen Outdoor is proud to introduce the neoclassical
Sorrento – 118” Rectangular Dining Table robustly crafted from 100% FSC®Certified teak timber.
With its natural elegance, immense strength and
extraordinary durability, sustainably-sourced teak is one of the world’s most
sought-after tropical hardwoods for luxury outdoor furniture. This collection
revives the timeless lines of the ancients while providing a modern approach to
outdoor dining.
Operational/Functional Aspects: Configure up to 10 complementary Sorrento –
Dining Armchairs around the regal lines of Sorrento – 118”
C Rectangular Dining
Table. Notice the quarter moon-shaped legs supporting the five single-piece
wood table slats plus a center umbrella hole. Offered with hidden yellow zincplated steel hardware this dining table will dazzle guests for years to come.
Colors of Finishes Available:
Teak

Sorrento 118”
Rectangular
Dining Table
Designer:
Alan Morley &
Stefan Leth
Product Dimensions:
Width: 39”
Length: 118”
Height: 29”
Weight: 110 lbs.

Mamagreen

ESTATE Bar Table

C

Product Description: Neutral tones of natural, premium, smooth sanded teak are
selected for color harmony before being joined together in the new ESTATE
collection. Curved lines soften the minimalist shape and accentuate the natural
beauty of the wood. The ESTATE bar table can blend seamlessly into a
traditional or contemporary setting and features a tabletop in your choice of
smooth sanded teak or our High-Pressure Laminate that provides a family
friendly surface and the ability to add color variety. The solid teak base features
self-adjusting glides to ensure stability and the table is available in a variety of
sizes in both counter and bar height.

C

Operational/Functional Aspects: Self adjusting glides; Multiple sizes in bar and
counter height; Choice of tabletop featuring either teak slats or a High-Pressure
Laminate insert.
Colors of Finishes Available:
Natural Teak finish, High-Pressure Laminate available in 7 finish options

ESTATE Bar
Table
Designer:
MAMAGREEN
Design Lab
Product Dimensions:
Length: 45”
Width: 45”
Height: 41.5”

Weight: 68 lbs.

Mamagreen
TITAN Teak
Dining Table

C

TITAN Teak
Dining Table
Product Description: Clean lines with angular details at the leg top creates a
modern flair for the TITAN Teak dining table. A sturdy aluminum powder coated
base ensures durability of this fixed leg dining table. The tabletop is a work of
hand-crafted beauty. Planks of solid reclaimed teak hand-carved with a live
edge detailing adds a sinuous slat that is unique to each table. The
environmentally friendly reclaimed teak adds a warm glow to every piece.
Available standard in two sizes, the TITAN dining table is also available with a
C different finishes.
solid slab High Pressure Laminate top in your choice of seven
Operational/Functional Aspects:
Colors of Finishes Available:
16 powder coated finishes, 7 High Pressure Laminates, Natural Teak finish

Designer:
MAMAGREEN
Design Lab
Product Dimensions:
Length: 94.5”
Width: 39.5”
Height: 30”
Weight: 225 lbs.

Pacific
Casual
C

Lagos Dining
Table

Product Description: Lagos 5-piece relaxed dining table. In-grained slatted top
chat table with umbrella hold
Operational/Functional Aspects: Steel frame.
Colors of Finishes Available:
Natural finish.

C

Lagos
Dining Table
Product Dimensions:
Width: 34”
Length: 72”
Height: 26”
Weight:

Pavilion

C

Palmera
Dining Table

Product Description: Inspired by a hammock’s reductive materiality and tensile
strength, as well as the graceful forms of palm trees seeking the sun, Palmera
evokes daylight hours spent soaking in the rhythmic nature of the outdoors. The
graceful, curved lines of the table legs ending in a subtle tapered profile lend
the tables visual lightness and a sculptural quality. The frameless profile of the
tabletop elevates the refined and quiet design. With its timeless aesthetic and
gestural lines, Palmera is poetry at rest.
Operational/Functional Aspects: Palmera's contoured shapes and just-right
scale encourage you to linger at the table awhile. Designed to perform in
demanding outdoor environments, Palmera brings contract-grade quality with
C
an appealing residential aesthetic to outdoor dining spaces—from
hospitality
to home. Pavilion’s coating process couples a marine-grade primer with
architectural powder coat paint for a long-lasting, premium finish. The highperformance Corian tabletop is available with or without an umbrella hole.
Palmera is backed by the Pavilion limited lifetime warranty.
Colors of Finishes Available:
13 paint finishes in a range of warm and cool neutrals and 10 easy
maintenance Corian top colors

Palmera
Dining Table
Designer:
Stark Scott Studio
Product Dimensions:
Diameter: 48”
Height: 29”
Weight: 86 lbs.

Vanguard
Tiburon Square
Dining Table
C

Product Description: The Tiburon Square Dining Table is highlighted by its
intricately mitered top design framed by a tall border frame. The clean lines
create an architectural simplicity in the design. The top and base trim is
constructed of durable, low-maintenance synthetic teak that offers the same
color, texture and feel of natural teak. The lightweight concrete base provides
a stylish, sturdy look to the base.
Operational/Functional Aspects: The 65" square table is designed to easily
C
accommodate eight dining chairs.

Colors of Finishes Available:
Sand Synthetic Teak and Oyster Concrete

Tiburon Square
Dining Table
Designer:
Michael Weiss
Product Dimensions:
Width: 65”
Depth: 65”
Height: 30”

Weight: 121 lbs.

Windward
Design Group

C

Aspen
Aluminum Slat
Dining Table

Product Description: Powder coated aluminum slat table. Available in several
sizes from 48” square up to an extension table that extends to 3 different lengths
to sit 6, 8 or 10 chairs.

Aspen
Aluminum Slat
Dining Table

Operational/Functional Aspects: This table has been designed without a table
rim. The edges are bent and welded creating a seamless design with a bonus of
added strength. Ms. Jones will love how her crumbs don’t get stuck again inthe
rim while cleaning.

Product Dimensions:
48” Square
Width: 42”
Length: 76”
76”/100”/124” Extension

Colors of Finishes Available:
Sand Synthetic Teak and Oyster Concrete

Weight:

C

